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Ded ication

The fire that is our essence comes from the stars and to
the stars our essences will return. Thc Earth is our mother
who gave us our bodies. After our Earth Walk, our bod-
ies will return to the Earth. Our spirits are from the wind
as is our breath. Our words are our breath and therefore
are sacred.

With my breath, I speak these words: "I dedicate this
book of words and is Medicine to the Children of Earth-
all five races, all creeds, all nations-in the hope that
together we may heal the wounds we have inflicted on
each other. I trust that in unity we will heal our hearts
and in so doing we will reconnect to our Earth Motlier.,'

To those members of the Tribe of Two Worlds who have
allowed me to call on their personal Medicine when I
was in need, I dedicate this book as a continued cele-
bration of life. Vhite Cloud Woman, Carol Morning
Dove (La Paloma), Wolf Heart, Linda Amber Fawn, Fire
on the Vind, Lloydine, José, Nadia and John York, and
my Sisters of the Dreamtime Buffalo, I thank you. We
are one.

I have smoked this prayer in the Pipe of the Tribe of Two
Worlds and it is good.



to Readers
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For readers who find it confusing that so many names in this
book are capitalized, I would like to give an explanation. In
the.Seneca language and in most Native Americàn languages
in the original form, certain words are holy or sacred to Native
American people. These words are always capitalized in our
written languages.

. Until recently, few Indian writers were published and those
who were did not have a say as to how lh. ."nur.ript was
dealtwith. By printing it in our preferred form Harpercollins
has shown respeict for my work, my people,s lanjuage, and
our philosophy and sense of the sacred. Fàr this tta ái.on-
sideration, I am deeply grateful.

In Native American culture, we see everything as being
alive. Each living thing has a specific role as a teacher aná
family member. Everything on Earth, whether stone, rree,
creature, cloud, sun, moon, or human being is one of oui
relatives. 'We 

capitalize the names of each part of our plane-
tary Family because they represent the sacred living exten_
sions of the Great Mysrery, placed here to help huÀankind
evolve spiritually. \We capitalize Tradirion, 

"rrd 
Teachings

because these words represent the equivalent of another faithrs
Holy Books

{
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as a deity. We do not worship rrees or rocks. We do, il;.;;;;
see the Eternal Flame of Love which the Great Myrt..y pf"..j
in all of Crearion, and we honor that spiritual .ss.n.á.ln th.seneca language, we call it orenda, This is the spiritual .rr.nl.
of crearive principle called the Eternal Flame of Love anáfound inside of all rife-forms. There is onry one original source
and we call that Creative Source the Great MystJry.

The Thunder Chief, Hinoh (He_no) is capped Éecuuse ofhis role in bringing rifegiving warers, withouiwhi.t ,r. .ouii
nor survive. Grandfather Sun and Grandmother Moon arecapped because we s.ee rhem as living beings. The Gr."t Ufr_tery gave them their missions of dividing day from nigí,r,
bringing light and warmrh ro-our world, and pulling tl,. tiael
of our oceans. In all cases, the words which 

"r. 
.ïpp.a 

"r.glven respect because of the sacred missions th.y .àrry 
"ndthe extension of Great Mystery's love that th.y .rpr.r.;. \dteach that all liÍe marrers and we honor th. ia.ii.irr. or 
"tilife forms as sacred extensions of the Great Myst.ry,, louingplan.
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The Corn Stalk Spread

Corn has been the daily staple of our people for hundreds of
years. We believe that corn pollen is sacred and that we are
fed by the fertile earth whose gift is our corn.

A wise Medicine Man once said that if a philosophy did
not "grow cornr" it had no value. Corn is the symbol of good-
ness, abundance, and fertility to our people, and these are the
things that feed us daily. 

'We 
may feed the body, the mind,

the heart, and the spirit if we seek beauty in our daily lives.
For it is the beauty of living in balance that "grows corn."

The Corn Stalk spread is a way to receive the life Manna
that comes from sacred corn pollen. It is a gentle daily reminder
of the beauty to be experienced if you are open to it.

1. The first card is the Root card, which denotes the beauty
that can be experienced today by connecting to the Earth
Mother. This card can also speak to you about the "root"
of the problem, if you are in turmoil about some life situ-
ation. The Root card can also allow you to see the resources
available through connecting to Mother Earth.

2. The second card is the Stalk card, which expresses the atti-
tude needed to Walk in Beauty and balance. The Stalk card

l 5
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can also denote the lesson you need to learn, so you may
be a bridge between the path of understanding and the
crooked trail. This human bridge is the peacemaker, true
witness, or healer. You may be called upon to take one of
these roles at anytime. The courage, talent, or ability needed
to be a human bridge is supported by the Stalk card.

3. The third card is the Kernel card, which tells you what the
fruits of your labors will provide for you. The lesson of this
card should be fully digested so that the ear oÍ corn can
give energy to the body, mind, or spirit and suppoft your
present path. Kernels of corn represent the seeds of the
future to Native People. These kernels also provide food
for the present; through learning present lessons the future
will be assured.

4. The fourth card is the Corn Manna card, which denotes
how your "corn silk" is catching the sacred pollen and
bringing abundance to your life. If you are feeling the fear
of scarcity, the Corn Manna card will present the lesson
that you need to learn to realign with the Field of Plenty.
If your life and personal philosophy are "growing corn,"
this card shows how to continue the growing.

NOTE: Attitudes change daily and depend on the events you
are experiencing. To change your attitude, you may wish to
acknowledge the resources available (root) and the harvest
that may be coming your way through the Corn card. Notice
that the integration oÍ these rwo clues to what you are cre-
ating are supported by your stalk. The stalk is the attitude
that will bring the abundance into physical form.
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= Great Mystery =

Original Source oÍ Creation,
The Void of All That ls,

Thank you for the breath of liÍe,
Thank you for my gifts.

Eternal Mystery, touch my heart,
In beauty may I walk.

Sacred Mystery, be my guide,
So I may Walk my Talk.

Infinite Source, remain with me,
/ So I may always know,

/he warmth of your Eternal Flame,
/ Deep within my soul.
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Great Mystery
ORIGINAL SOURCE

The Teaching

The Original Source of Creation is called Great Mystery by
Native Americans. Great Mystery called Swmio in our Seneca
tongue, cannot be limited and is the Creator of Great Spirit.
Many Native people also call upon the Great Spirit when
praying; however, these are two different things in our Seneca
Tradition. The Great Mystery lives in everything, is every-
thing, and encompasses everything in Creation. Being the
Original Source of Creation, Great Mystery created all things
in beauty, harmony, and interdependence. Each facet of Crea-
tion was, is, and will always be. The forms may change, but
the energy of'Creation is self-regenerative and eternal. Inside
of this infinite Creation that is Great Mystery, there is a Vibral
Core, or primal energy source, that is the Great Spirit, or
creative principle. The two are different. Both Great Mystery
and Great Spirit are individually complete, unique, and inde-
pendent of each other.

Great Mystery created Great Spirit to direct the creative
flow of the Uniworlds, which include all universes, all levels
of consciousness, all understanding, and all life. The key for
seekers?who wish to know the answers of the Void is that
Great Mystery does not need to be solved! As we explore and

273
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discover the Mystery further, we learn that more is created
and allowed to evolve. Trying to figure out all the answers to
the Great Mystery is foolish and impossible because we are a
part of that infinite, progressive Creation.

These concepts were alien to the Boat People who came
from Europe to the shores of Turtle Island. I7hen these \lhite
Eyes began to understand the languages of Native Americans
and tried to conceptualize Indian understandings regarding
Great Mystery, the limits of their religions blocked their paths
of knowing. The white idea of God was rather primitive in
that most Europeans believed that God was more or less human
with many extra abilities. The Red Race was more expansive
and all encompassing in their views of the Original Source of
Creation. Native Americans had been taught through more
than a hundred thousand years of oral history that all of
Creation and each individual life-form was an expression of
and contained Great Mystery. A part of Great Mystery lives
in everything and knows no boundaries or limits. Every life-
form has free will to co-create with the Original Source in
beauty and truth or in ugliness or despair.

The Eastern Tribes of Native America tried to communi-
cate the understanding of Great Mystery without success to
the French trappers who were among the first to learn sign
language and some Native tongues. The concept of all life
coming from the Thought World, which is the Spirit'World,
then being maniÍested in physical forms on the Earth Mother
was not fully understood. Since these concepts were limited
by the Christian backgrounds of the settlers, the Original
Source was interpreted by the Boat People as one Great Spirit
equal to the white idea of God. The joke among Native People
is that according to the white understanding, "ln the begin-
ning was the word . . . and it was misunderstood."

This misunderstanding of Great Mystery was handed on
to the descendants of the Red Race when they were forced to
learn the English language in boarding schools. The unfor-
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tunate use of Great Spirit as the term for all of Great Mystery
has created a limited use of Native wisdom even among Native
Americans.

Every life-form has one common mission as well as their
individual ones. Each life-Íorm is created ro learn to be an
equal contributor to the beauty of the whole. The purpose of
the common mission is to discover who you are, why you are
here, what talents you can use to assist the whole, and how
you are going to go about it. This mission of discovery is the
Sacred Path of Beauty that allows every living creature to
express uniqueness in a way that exemplifies harmony and
rruth.

The human race is the only one of All Our Relations that
has lost the inner-knowing about its purpose. The Two-leggeds
have been given much assistance by Great Mystery since they
must ans'u/er the questions of the common mission before
understanding the value of their individual missions. This
assistance has come in the form of teachers who are All Our
Relations.

The common misunderstanding that frightened the mis-
sionaries who came to "save" Native America vyas that the
Red Race ïyas a pagan race. I suppose since American Indians
did not acknowledge Jesus, the common consensus was that
the Red Race was primitive, savage, and pagan in orientation.
From the Native point of view, Great Mystery is ALL. The
aspects of Creation that are maniÍested by Great Mystery are
sacred parts of the whole that are here to serve and be honor'ed
in that service. Native Americans do not worship idols, but
use Sacred Medicine Objects of their Totems as reminders of
the Relations assisting their evolution on this Earth t$(lalk.

The Red Race sees Great Mystery as the life-force in all of
Creation and not as an angry or jealous god. Great Spirit is
seen as an unlimited creative force within Great Mystery that
feeds all of Creation, all the time. Nothing in Seneca ïíisdom
limits Great Mystery or Great Spirit to gender, form, texture,
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color, or intent. All creations are a part of Great Mystery's
whole, just as every cell in the human body has a different
function and yet together those cells make up a carbon com'
bustion unit that houses a spirit with a unique identity. All
human ideas are birthed from the spirit inside the human
body, are fed to the brain, and then acted upon through the
will of the total being. All ideas in Creation come from Great
Mystery, are gathered by Great Spirit, and then are used to
feed the rest of Creation. To limit the power of Creation in
ourselves or others is a human concept. If we acknowledge
the limitlessness of Great Mystery, we must acknowledge that
this life-force is also a part of our makeup because \rye are
created by that same Original Source.

The Application

The Great Mystery card tells us the Original Source is the
Creator of all life and that we are created in that likeness. Ile
are free-willed co-creators who become the source of all we
choose to experience in life. The buck stops here. 

'We 
are

totally responsible for all our joys and all our pain.
In receiving this card, you are being reminded to give grat-

itude for all oÍ your lessons; it changes any pain to gain. Focus
on your creative capacity and you can change anything. It
may be time to drop any blame, shame, or regret and take
charge of your life. The victim role doesn't suit Two-leggeds.
'We 

are created in the image oÍ an infinite Creator and are
therefore limitless co-creators.

In all cases, Great Mystery will continue to confound and
astound us every time we try to figure it all out. Stop your
mind's chatter and listen to the Source. Original Source shows
us that the Mystery lives within us and contains all the answers
we need to find along The Sacred Path. The Sacred Path of

l
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Beauty is experiencing the mysrery of life without having to
control the outcome from our tunnel-vision command post.
Go with the flow and watch the glory of limitless .o-.re"iion.
After alf Great Mystery is the Divine plan and everything is
on schedule.
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Field of Plenty,
Abundance for all,

No hunger .  .  .
No more pain.

Great Mystery holds
Earth's Children dear.

And feeds them with
Eternal Flame.

Children of Earth, trust again!
Be grateÍul and give praisel

The Field of plenty will remain
To sustain us all our days,
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Field of Plenty
I DEAS/N EEDS MAN I FESTED

/ The Teaching

The Field of Plenty is an Iroquois Teaching that has to do with
the understanding of Creation. Tíhen Great Mlstery created
our world, everything that would ever exist lyas created as
ideas in the Thought or Spirit \0lorld. This nonphysical plane
of awareness is eternal and can be drawn upon anytime there
is a need. The thought-forms that provide all that is ever
needed on the Good Red Road of physical life exist in eternal
readiness inside the Field of Plenty. To call these ideas into
manifestation, one need only come ro Great Mystery with a
grateful heart, which will bring the needed ideas into physical
reality.

In our Seneca Tradition, the Field of Plenty is seen as a
spiral that has its smallest revolution out in space and its
largest revolution near the Earth. This shape could be likened
to an upside-down tornado. lilíhen our Ancestors assisted the
Pilgrims in planting Corn and raising crops so they would
not starve, we taught them the understanding of the Field of
Plenty by bringing the cornucopia baskets Íull of vegetables.
The Iroquois women wove these baskets as a physical reminder
that Great Mystery provides through the Field of Plenty. The
Pilgrims were taught that giving prayers of gratitude was not
just a Christian concept. The Red Race understood thanks-
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giving on a daily basis. The Field of Plenty is always full of
abundance. The gratitude we show as Children of Earth allows
the ideas within the Field of Plenty to manifest on the Good
Red Road so we may enjoy these fruits in a physical manner.

I7hen the cornucopia was brought to the Pilgrims, the lro-
quois People sought to assist these Boat People in destroying
their fear of scarcity. The Native understanding is that there
is always enough for everyone when abundance is shared and
when gratitude is given back to the Original Source. The trick
was to explain the concept of the Field of Plenty with few
mutually understood words or signs. The misunderstanding
that sprang from this lack of common language robbed those
who came to Turtle Island of a beautiful teaching. Our "land
of the free, home of the brave" has fallen into taking much
more than is given back in gratitude by its citizens. Turtle
Island has provided for the needs of millions who came from
lands that were ruled by the greedy. In our present state oÍ
abundance, many of our inhabitants have forgotten that
Thanksgiving is a daily way of living, not a holiday that comes
once a year.

Since the Vibral Alignment, or Harmonic Convergence, in
August oÍ 1987, our Elders have seen the Field of Plenty actually
touch the Earth Mother and come to rest like a blanket over
her body. In so doing, the Field of Plenty is now able to pro-
vide instant manifestation for all Earth's Children who call
for their needs with gratitude prior to receiving those bless-
ings. The Field of Plenty houses all thought-forms that supply
abundant creativity to the Children of Earth. These new ideas
are available to every Two-legged and can be made manifest
through acknowledging the ideas, then acting on them. When
there is a need, it is sent by the Field of Plenty, in idea form,
to the consciousness oÍ all life-forms. These ideas begin to
manifest as they enter the physical realm and are acted upon
by humans. Every need in our world can be met when v/e act
upon any good idea that comes into our minds.

o
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If there is a mass need for a new invenrion, the ideas that

would allow an inventor to create that invention are made
available to many people at the same time. The inventor who
acts upon those ideas and completes the project is responding
to the new ideas and assisting the manifestation process. Every
time an artist, dancer, writer, scientist, musician, architect, or
any creative person acts upon an idea and creates something
that can be shared by everyone, that person is developing his
or her personal gifts as well as bringing abundance into phys-
ical reality. Every time a teacher, mechanic, homemaker, or
counselor assists another person, the same abundance is made
manifest. Every talent and every role in physical life plays a
part that assists the whole in manifesting abundant life.

\7hen the Native Americans are in need of some tool or
the services of a skilled person, they give thanks to the Field
of Plenty for the manifestation of the needed item before it
actually appears. The Field of Plenty always has a way of
putting the needed item into the hands of the person who
needs it. The keys to manifesting what is needed are gratitude
and trust, balanced with action.

There is no need for scarcity in the Fifth World. Abundance
for all the Children of Earth is manifesting. Thought always
precedes form. If ideas of sharing and equality precede that
reality in the hearts of Two-leggeds, the manifestation of
physical needs being met will follow. This is Great Mystery's
promise in creating the Field of Plenty.

The Application

The cornucopia is full of an abundance oÍ ideas, talents, cloth-
ing, experiences, food, companions, and feelings that will serve
the needs of the Children of Earth. If the Field of Plenty card
has appeared, you are being assured that what you need at
this time is manifesting. Your needs will be met. Give thanks
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= Medicine Bundle =

Symbols of connections,
With Allies of the Earth.
Medicine to heal us
And give us rebirth.

Talents to honor,
Abilities to praise,
Strength a rid compassion
Guide our Medicine ways.
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Medicine Bundle
ALLIES/SUPPORT

The Teaching

The Medicine Bundle is a collection of items that has come
to you in a variety of ways and that represenrs the Totems of
your Power Animals or Allies among nature. In a Medicine
Bundle you might find a seed pod, a Tobacco tie, a ball of
dried sap from a Pine tree, a scalplock, an Elk tooth, Horse
hair, a quartz crystal, an Otter tail, a Stone Person, a special
string of beads, and/or any other item that represents Medi-
cine to the Bundle's owner.

In ancient times many of the items were of special signifi-
cance among the tibes and Nations of Native America. For
instance, the Crow believed that an Elk tooth was Medicine
that would bring abundance in a material manner to the owner.
A piece of blue cloth meant good luck, Bear hair and claws
would keep a'VTarrior's Horse in prime shape, and a Swallow
wing would give the poïyer to evade enemies.

Medicine Bundles were used for many different things. There
were Bundles for personal Medicine, Tribal Bundles,'S(/arrior
Bundles, Sun Dance Bundles, Giving Birth Bundles, Hunting
Bundles, Dreaming Bundles, and Vision Bundles. Some Bun-
dles would be created by a Medicine Man or Woman for
special needs, or people could create their own. Some were
passed down before death to a family member or worthy tibal

2t5
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Member. This passing of the Medicine was to ensure the proper
use and Guardianship of the Medicine Bundle.

Each Medicine Bundle came with its own set of rules. For
instance, if the owner had a Warrior Bundle that gave him
great strength in battle, his Allies connected to that Bundle
may have forbidden him to eat female Deer meat and never
to paint his face with blue. The gentleness that is a part of the
Doe could inhibit his actions in Counting Coup. Blue face
paint could draw him toward the Road of Spirit and might
bring an early death. Every Bundle has a specific purpose, and
most have regulations that will strengthen the Medicine of
the Bundle's Allies. Thoughtless actions can create havoc in
the harmony achieved between the Medicine Helpers and the
person seeking assistance if there is no respect for the Bundle's
natural sense of order. The same rules apply to a smaller
Bundle worn on the person, which is called a Medicine Pouch.

Some Warriors purchased special copies of a Bundle from
another Tribal Member whom they respected. If these Braves
had no vision of what their own Medicine 

",'/as, 
they were left

with no protection. The Allies oÍ nature had been called upon
but for one reason or another, some'Warriors could not receive
their Medicine Dreams. I feel that the problem may have been
that they were not in touch with their female receptive energy
due to the rigors of having to prove their right to be Warrior
Clan. In any case, to be an unprotected Warrior meant sure
death at an early age.

To lie about having received messages from your Power
Totem or a vision of your path was to invite disaster, and yet
for a Tribe to have a Brave without a Medicine \ryas worse.
The predicament was solved by wise Medicine Men, Chiefs,
or great Warriors. These men would accept Horses or other
valuable items for a copy of their Medicine Bundle. The Bun-
dle's maker never put every object that represented his total
protection into the copy. The reason for this was that to Give-
Away all of your Medicine would leave your spirit at risk. No
one should ever know all of the items in a Personal Medicine
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Bundle. If someone was trying to'use bad medicine to attack
a powerful leader in a Tribe, they could harm that person by
knowing their Medicine and using sorcery. The penalty for
stealing another's Medicine Bundle was death. Unless invited,
it was forbidden to touch any personal possession belonging
to another Tribal Member-man, woman, or child.

Tribal Bundles, called the Grandmothers, were the oldest
and most sacred. Next came the Sundance Bundles and then
the Warrior Bundles. This order of sacredness reflected the
Medicine and strength each Bundle had provided the Tribe
over long periods of time. Every winter that passed success-
fully gave further strength to the Bundles.

Individual Sun Dance Bundles were made up by each Brave's
sponsor, who was already acknowledged through acts of
courage. The sponsor placed Totem objects into the Sun Dance
Bundles that had been passed through many lines of Ancestor
'$7amiors. 

No Bundles, however, were more sacred than the
Tribal Bundles. These Grandmother Bundles ranked highest
in the most ancient, tried and tested Medicines and repre-
sented the combined spirits of all Tribal Members-past,
present, and future generations. The Grandmothers \ryere so
named because they are Tribal Bundles that carry the nurtur-
ing Medicine needed by all their children. Like every grand-
mother in humankind, these Grandmother Bundles seek only
the best for their grandchildren.

The Tribal Bundles have been passed down through a line
of Guardians. At one time these Bundles had to have their
own Tipi and were set up in the camp as a protection for that
Tribe. These Grandmother Bundles were protected usually by
'Víarrior 

Chiefs who had honored themselves and carried strong
Medicine. The Tribal Bundles were considered living beings
and were never left alone and unprotected. Today the Grand-
mother Bundles have been secreted away and many are pro-
tected by Grandmother Elders as well as by some Medicine
Men. These are among the most sacred objects of our people
and still hold the spirit of all of the Native American Nations.
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The Personal Medicine Bundles can be carried or worn on
the person. These Bundles are called on when needed for
strength and/or courage during daily activities. Some Medi-
cine Pouches are worn around the neck and are smaller ver-
sions oÍ the Medicine Bundle. These Medicine Pouches are a
reminder for the wearer of the talents, abilities, and Power
Animals who will aid them in walking tall and in balance.
They are also used for protection.

The Bundles carried by women are not spoken of very much
in written history due to the secrets of the Medicine being
reserved for the Sisterhoods. The'Warrior Clan knew that the
\Momen were naturally more adept at receiving due to their
female nature, and thus, the women were always honored for
their inner-knowing and the Woman Medicine they carried.
These female Medicine Bundles could be used to promote
fertilitn to aid the male Warrior who walked at the woman's
side, to seek new healing techniques with herbs, to aid in
delivery of a child, to bring abundance to the lodge, or to
maintain a happy family. The women have always been sep-
arate in their use of Medicine and have honored their own
societies. They have never had to go through the rigors oÍ
physical tests of strength to achieve vision. They are Mothers
of the Creative Force of the Universe and naturally receive
the messages of their Medicine Helpers to keep and maintain
the strength of their Personal and Sisterhood Bundles.

Each object that comes to you to be a part of your personal
Medicine can be placed in a piece of hide and wrapped like
you would cover a giít, Íolding all four corners of the hide to
the center and then tying the Bundle four times with cords of
buckskin. Medicine Bundles vary in size from something that
fits in the palm of your hand all the way up to the size of a
newborn baby. Some Medicine Bundles are rolled and some
are folded into the pieces of hide. You may want to put some
of the smaller objects into a Medicine Pouch and wear it at
your waist or around your neck.

If you want to make a Medicine Bundle for a special friend,
you would need to look at what kind of Medicine you want
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to share. Then call on the Four Clan Chiefs to send you a
dream or vision of what to include. This could be a Bundle
for a young wife who fears her first pregnancy, á young man
going into the armed forces, a newly-wed couple, someone
buying land who would need a Guardian Spirit for the pro-
tection of that land, or a friend who is il l. Every kind of Bundle
is a gift of Self and is only to be shared with those who will
honor the sacred responsibility of the Bundle's Medicine.

If you are an Elder, you may want to pass your Medicine
to a younger person who you know will accept the responsi-
bility with honor and courage. The Bundle may also be passed
to another if you do not intend to Drop Your Robe (die). If a
person should Drop The Robe before passing the medicine
Bundle to someone else, that Bundle and all of the Sacred
Medicine belonging to the deceased person should be burned
so that the spirit will have no Medicine strings attached to
this !7heel of Life and may be free to move on to the Blue
Road of Spirit.

Accepting Medicine that has been passed from an Elder or
another person with great strengths is not to be taken lightly.
It is a great responsibility to respect the life and deeds of
another person, carrying yourself in a manner that would
allow the original holder of that Medicine to take pride in
your actions. If you dishonored the life of that Elder or the
Medicine, you could receive your share oÍ hard knocks from
the Allies. The Allies understand that all acts of physical life
are sacred in their proper time. The Allies teach us how and
when to experience every act along the Sacred Path with beaury.

The Application

If the Medicine Bundle has come into your hands today, you
are being asked to honor the wisdom of your Ancestors and
the Allies. IÍ you are not sure what the messages are, look at
the strengths that are now being given to you and count them
as your personal Medicine. This assistance is supporting your
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present path and should be recognized as blessings from your
Medicine Helpers. Through them, you may find the courage
to support the Self.

The focus of this card tells you that you are not alone. The
Path may be difficult at this time, but you are being supported
during your climb. If The Path is progressing easily, you are
in alignment with the Allies and are experiencing their assis-
tance. Be grateful.

In all instances you are being asked to note who is helping
and see if you can return the favor by supporting others. The
assistance of the Medicine Helpers does not falter when you
stumble on your path. By example, you should also remain
true to others you have assisted. Betrayal after trust is deadly.
To have Allies, you must also learn how to be one.
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= lVledicine Bowl =

Medicine Bowl oÍ heal ing cures,
Of visions, dreams, and what endures

Beyond the Void of time and space
You bring the healing of every race.

For Seers and healers the water you hold
Brings ancient wisdom now retold.

For seekers and Íor those in need,
Your healing unguent brings reprieve,
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The Teaching

The Medicine Bowl is a Traditional tool used by the Seers,

Dreamers, and Medicine People of Native America' A Med-

icine Bowl that has been handed down through many gen-

erations of Medicine People can be several hundred years old

and will carry the strengths or weaknesses of its former

Guardians. So sacred is this tool for healing, it would never

be brought out of hiding for Tribal Ceremony. Its counterpárt,
the Ceremonial Bowl, would take its place in the public's eye'

This assures the holder and Tribe that no harm would come

to any sacred healing tool or object through its exposure to

disrespectÍul observers. The Ceremonial Medicine Bowls may

be very ornate representations of the working models.

Almost all Medicine Bowls are carved Írom wood or made

from the shell of Turtle. A few are made from basalt, fired

clay, or lava rock, but this is rare. A Medicine Bowl can be

used by a person in the healing arts for grinding herbs or

mixing cures. Medicine'$7omen also use the Medicine Bowl

for the first bathing of newborns. Seers use a Medicine Bowl

in a much different way. Often the bottom of a Seer's bowl

will be blackened with charcoal and rubbed with beeswax

until no color remains from the wood. The Seer using a black-

237
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ened bowl will fill the bowl with water and use the reflection
oÍ firelight to create an image of the Void where Future lives.
In so doing, the Seer is able to see the destiny of a Tribe.

The Black Lodges oÍ women are known for their Seers. The
women Seers of any Tribe are highly valued for their clarity
and focus. The Seer may "smoke a person," "dream a personr"
or use the Medicine Bowl to go into the Void on the person's
behalf. To smoke a person, the Pipe may be used to see beyond
the reality of the apparent illusion. In this instance, the smoke
from Tobacco mixed with red Willow bark, sweet Clover,
Osha root, and Mullen leaves may allow the Seer to travel
with the smoke to another dimension and see what is needed.

The use of the blackened Medicine Bowl sometimes requires
the assistance of the Seer's Sisters of the Black Lodge, depend-
ing upon the reason for the use of the bowl. In the Kiowa
Tradition, the women would fast that day and then have a
special Purification Lodge Ceremony for the success of the
Seer and the healing of the person needing assistance. Then
the women would enter the Black Lodge, sit around the edge
of the Lodge, and hold a circle of protection and energy for
the Seer while she sought the wisdom of the Void. This is
accomplished in silent vigil with only the flute or drumbeat
being used to lead the Seer out into the Void and safely home
to the Lodge. AÍterwards the Seer was bathed by her Sisters
and massaged to assist the circulation returning to her body.
Then the Seer was bundled in blankets and left alone until
she was ready to share her vision.

In our Seneca Tradition, it is never announced which of the
members of the Nation are the Medicine People. A true Med-
icine Person never says, "I am a Medicine Woman or Man."
Others may say it of a person, but it is forbidden to say it oÍ
yourself. The tests of initiation include long years of study
and practice.

There are five requirements for a Seneca Medicine Person.
First, the Medicine Person must be a Counselor. The Coun-
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selor must have knowledge of how to assist others in using
their personal talents, their personal Medicine, and finding a
productive life-path. The Counselor must know how to assist
a person in using their gifts in relation to the Medicine uíheel

of the Tribe. The Counselor must be able to impart Traditional
solutions through Tribal Law and wisdom.

Second, the Medicine Person must be a Historian of Earth
Records. This includes the Creation and the first Four líorlds
as well as the prophecy of the future Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh
Worlds.

Third, the Medicine Person must be an Herbalist/Healer.
This includes knowledge of the use of healing herbs and nat-
ural healing cures that come from the Earth Mother. The
Herbalist also knows the Medicine of the Creature-beings and
the manner in which they assist Two-leggeds in finding spir-
itual or mental cures. This requirement also includes the abil-
ity to recognize and diagnose illnesses of the body, mind, and
spirit.

Fourth, the Medicine Person must have as a personal talent
or ability, the Gift of Prophecy. This means the Medicine
Person must be a Seer, a Dreamer, or in some way be able to
connect to the Spirit ttrTorld at will, as the need may arise at
any moment. This is not to say that Medicine People will not
take all the time they need but rather that their training must
ensure that they are able to access the needed information on
cue. Clarity and focus are honed to precision until this gift is
fully developed within the Seer.

The final requirement of. a true Medicine Person is the
teaching of all aspects of the wisdom and knowledge to others.
It is fairly obvious that such understanding would cover many
years and would grow with time. The expertise of a Medicine
Person must be shared for the Medicine to live and assist
future generations.

The teachings of the blackened Medicine Bowl come from
my training with two Kiowa Grandmothers in Mexico. In
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using the Medicine Bowl to seek answers, I was taught ro put
a question into the bowl mentally. Then I added a small Stone
Person, a pinch of soil, a few drops of water, a kernel of Corn,
a pinch of Tobacco, a piece of Sage and a piece of Medicine
from the Creature-being I was calling to assist me. These objects
were mixed together by rotating the bowl in my hands. Then
the bowl was placed in the North of a small rwig fire for a
few moments while I sat in the South and spoke my prayers
and sang my personal Medicine Song. When I had completed
my prayers of gratitude for the answer I would receive, I brought
the bowl to the South and blew Tobacco smoke into the bowl
and sat in silence as the answer came to me.

The Medicine Bowl is where ideas are nurtured, the future
is held, and growth is accomplished. Many women call their
wombs their Medicine Bowl. We never know what our chil-
dren will look like or what abilities they will hold until birth.
So it is with the Medicine Bowl, the visions or answers are
not predictable until viewed. We must be open to what Future
brings. Some of the lost Medicine of our Ancestors is return-
ing through the use of the Medicine Bowl. These sacred heal-
ing bowls remember their former uses and willingly share the
memories for those trained to hear, feel, or see. 

'

The Application

If you chose the Medicine Bowl card today, healing is on the
horizon. This can be a spiritual, mental, emotional, or phys-
ical healing. Pay attention to the evenrs in your life and
acknowledge with gratitude the healings that maniÍest them-
selves. The steps toward wholeness are often marked with
small healing releases and can often be overlooked. Become
aware of shifts in amitude or a new sense of well-being, and
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you will understand the healing as it manifests. In this way
you are assisting your future, beyond the Void, to heal you in
the present.

In all cases, the Medicine Bowl speaks of Good Medicine.
It is being offered. Your present task is to find it and use it to
heal the Self or to assist another.

24t
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= Cradleboard =
the- crealLeboard

Cradleboard of Creation
Protect this child Írom harm.

Child of all tomorrows
Sleep safely in my arms.

Unt i l the  t ime
You will wake

Then you wi l l  be
Able to respond in kind

to humanity.
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Cradleboard
ABILI ÏY TO RESPOND

The Teaching

The Cradleboard is a carrier for infants that has been used in
almost every Tribal Tradition in Native America. The Cra-
dleboard frame is made oÍ wood so that the body of the child
can be supported. The inside is cushioned with Sage leaves
then covered with Rabbit fur. Diapers for the infant were
originally made from Rabbit fur and filled with Mullen or
Sage leaves to absorb moisture. The outer covering of the
Cradleboard is made oÍ soft Deer hide and is laced in front
so that the child is secure and yet accessible for changing or
feeding. The bonnet, or hood, shades the baby's eyes from
strong light and protects the child from rain while traveling
or breaking camp. In every instance, the Cradleboard holds
the responsibility of protecting the child's body Írom harm.
If the Cradleboard should fall from the travois, or carrier,
behind the Ponn the child will not be harmed since the sturdy
wood frame and bonnet create a sort of armor.

Since the ïaditional understanding of responsibility in the
Native way of thinking is the "ability to respond," we find
that the Cradleboard has all of the needed characteristics.
Native Americans, particularly on the plains, were nomadic
people that adjusted and responded to living life in a natural
way. It was natural to move with the herds and the seasons.

209
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Children too small to walk needed to be carried, so the Cra-
dleboard became a necessary helper for young mothers who
had to tend to other duties of camp life. A child could be
placed in a Cradleboard and literally hung on the outside oÍ
a Tipi to sleep, while its mother made pemmican by crushing
chokecherries into rolled meat, tended a cooking fire, tanned
hides, or beaded moccasins. !íhen moving from camp to camp,
the Cradleboard could be strapped among Buffalo Robes and
other belongings on top of a travois. Most often the Cradle-
board was strapped to the mother's back, papoose-style, while
she moved about camp.

While the Cradleboard has always had the duty and
responsibility of protecting the children, the symbol of the
Cradleboard is much more. As Native Americans, we have
been taught that our purpose in life is growrh, understanding,
and living in harmony. 

'We 
know that all things are placed

upon the \7heel of Life and will continue as we take respon-
sibility for the three fates; Past, Presenr, and Future. The abil-
ity to respond to the Past is to honor the Traditions of our
Ancestors, their wisdom, the Sacred Medicine Objects that
have guarded and guided our parh. We must joyfully pass
these Knowing Systems to our children.

The ability to respond to the Present is to seek beauty in
every moment of the day, using our gifts, talents, and abilities
for the greatest good of all. As we walk genrly on the Earth
Mother, honoring the Sacred Space of all life-forms, keeping
a twinkle in our eyes and joy in our hearts, we learn gratitude
for every blessing of life.

The ability to respond to Future lies in understandíngPres-
ent. We understand that the survival and the well-being of
the next seven generations depend upon every thought we
think and every action we take in the now. For this reason,
we are constantly reminded of our roles as Keepers of the
Cradleboard for the future generarions.

Every person walking the Good Red Road of physical life
today is a keeper of tomorrow's Cradleboard. The children
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who will live in our world long after we are gone look to us
to preserve the Earth Mother and the Knowing Systems that
will allow them to become successful Guardiáns of all our
resources. If the rain forests are gone, if there is no clean
water' if the air is fetid or no longer breathable, if the Earth
Mother can no longer grow food, we will have failed in our
responsibility to carry the cradleboard in our hearts. If the
knowledge of how ro recognize healing plants, how ro grow
corn, how to live in harmony with All our Relations hai not
been passed down to those who will follow us, we will have
destroyed the rich heritage of the Elders that walked the Red
Road before us.

When I was with the two Kiowa Grandmothers in iÍe*ico.
much of the prophecy of the Cradleboard of Creation was
passed to me. I want to share these prophecies because they
will help us look to the future with hofe rather than dooÁ
and gloom. Our Earth Mother has nevei destroyed all of the
Children of Earth in any of the four preceding worlds and
will not do so in this one. I was told that the girth of Earth
has expanded at the end of each world creating new land
masses and eliminating others. Each time those of her true
children who were able to read the omens were shown safe
places to live. some went into subterranean tunnels below the
surface. The race that went below rhe surface is.called the
Subterrainiums by the Seneca tflolf Clan.

The Cradleboard prophecy speaks of the coming alive of
thousands of Rainbow lr"rrio.i of both sexes who will sud-
denly see manifested the dream of the Fifth rl7orld of peace.
We are now in this process during this age the Grandmothers
called the Time of the white Buffalo. It is during this time
that the teachings are to be released to those with ears to hear
and eyes to see. The prophecy says that these !íarriors of the
Ràinbow will remember their legacy and use it for the good
of all the Children of Earth. Chief Two Trees of the CheÀkee
says that these people may be white on the outside but are red
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on the inside. I feel this is due to the fact that the'Warriors of
the Rainbow are Guardians of our Mother Earth, and they
are our Red Ancestors returning to assist All Our Relations.

The prophecy of the Cradleboard of Creation also says that
Fire will come from the sky and hit the Earth Mother in the
Water Nursery of Creation, or oceans. This cometlike object
will fertilize the ovum of Earth and recreate purity in all four
Earth Clans. The Chiefs of Air, Earth, Water, and Fire will
be whole once again. The condensation from this interaction
of Fire and Water will give us back our ozone. These proph-
ecies will be Íulfilled sometime between now and the year
2075.

Many persons who have disconnected Írom the Earth
Mother and do not know how to grow food will need to learn.
Many who have no knowledge of healing plants will need to
rely on others who do. The ability to respond to rhe ensuing
changes is carried in the understanding of the Cradleboard
and each person's duty to share and be of service. It is time
now to start the teaching process that will allow us to relearn
Mother Earth's abundant lessons so that future generations
will have the Knowing Systems needed for harmonious life.

Many ancient planrs and animals will reappear in our new
world as they have need to interact withils again, Some plants
will be used for healing and others for food. We will under-
stand the Language of the Creature-beings again and allow
their instinct and wisdom to teach us how to take care of our
needs. The Cradleboard will become a symbol of our Íirst life-
support system and we will become a world community.
Communication in unity will prevail over one thousand years
of peace when the Earth Mother will become a second sun or
star in our solar system. We will not burn, living on her surface
for we will have immortal bodies of Fire. The races from the
stars will come to assist the Children oÍ Earth in recultivating
ecological balance and some will go with them to learn these
new, yet ancient, Knowing Systems. Those who cannot accept
the new Cradleboard of Creation will be removed to the body-
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double of the Earth Mother, which will house the memory of
the devastation of her scarred and abused body. Many won-
ders will appear in the Time of the White Buffalo as govern-
ments will no longer control the actions of Earth's Children
and the people-to-people connections will be made strong
again.

As we carry the Cradleboard on our backs, it will carry the
child of future dreams who is becoming manifest through our
love. We are all responsible Íor all of the tomorrows to come.
The Cradleboard is our reminder. 

'!7e,can 
prorect Future by

responding to the now.

The Application

Cradleboard says that the papoose you are carrying is your
future. If you wish to ihfluence it, you must respond now.
Whatever your situation, the ability to respond is called for
at this time. The Warrior side of your nature has the courage
you need. Don't sit and wait for someone else to do something.
Use your creativity, speak your truth, and respond.

You are being reminded that it is your responsibility ro find
your own answers and act upon them. lUlhether it is a past,
present, or future challenge makes no difference. You can
respond in a way that will promote your growth. Look at
how you can use your personal Medicine to respond to the
situation and how that action will make you grow. You have
the ability, so no\ry you must recognize it in the Self and
use it.
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Ear ih Mother  welcomes her  chi ldren home
When they have lost their way.
The t ra i l  was lonely and so long,
She whispers for them to stay,
Within the protection of the Shawl,
Where love abides again.
Their hearts may open to recall,
A l l  Relat ions as thei r  Í r iends.
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RETURNING HOME

The Teaching

Many people across the world have heard the saying "Home
is where the heart is." Traveling bands of Native Arnericans
have known that each time they broke camp and'moved to
another location, home moved with them. Home v/as not
necessarily the movable dwellings or belongings of Tribal Peo-
ple but rather their connection to the Earth Mother and to
each other. The home of any $/psy, nomad, or wanderer lives
inside the hearts of those loved ones who represent security
and nurturing no matter where that traveler may be.

The sense of loss was devastating when Native Americans
were forced to walk the Trail of Tears and leave the areas
where they had been the Guardians of the land for centuries.
The Living Teachings which bound them together were the
Spirit of the People. Each Tribe knew that a nelv home could
be created in another place because as long as the Teachings
lived, the Spirit of the People would live.

After the Thail oÍ Tears, many new Traditions began to
emerge from the ashes of the broken spirit of the People. The
Peyote Ceremony, the Taking of the Shawl, and many other
Teachings marked the hard road back to finding the heart,
the spirit, and the home of Native America. The Ghost Dance

261
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became a Tradition just prior to the Trail of Tears and was
originally intended to call back the Buffalo, clean the Waters,
bring back the prairie grasses, and rid the Iíhite Eyes from
Sacred Ground.

The Taking of the Shawl is a linle known Paiute Teaching
that came into being when some members of the Red Race
could no longer live in the white world. Those Native Amer-
icans who chose to return home and embrace the Teachings
of their Elders took on the Shawl. The Shawl was a symbol
of coming home ro the arms of the Earth Mother and being
wrapped in her nurturing love. To accomplish the Taking of
the Shawl, one would have to return to the Traditional Teach-
ers of their Tribe and ask permission to live among the people
who honored rhe ways of the Ancestors.

Those who had Taken the Shawl moved from the clapboard
houses provided by the Board of Indian Affairs and took up
residence in the Tiaditional Paiute homes called Karnees.
Although it was much warmer in clapboard houses, those who
had Taken the Shawl were very h"ppy to live in Karnees. Their
hearts had once again found a home in the Traditional Teach-
ings of the Good Red Road and the material things no longer
mattered.

Many Native Americans who left reservations during the
years following the Trail of Tears lost touch with the Tradi-
tional Teachings when they moved to cities in order to find
work. Many generations have married into other races, and
some have lost touch with the Earth Mother. In the ensuing
years, as the Traditional Teachings have come to the attention
of the public, the return of Native Americans to the ways of
their Ancestors has increased. Many of the mixed blood chil-
dren of the Red Race, sometimes called Mateé, have chosen
the Good Red Road as well. It is now the Time of the r$fhite
Buffalo and people of many races are Taking the Shawl.

The Grandmorhers of the Sisterhood oÍ the Dreamrime

q
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Buffalo taught me that the Time of the ttr(rhite Buffalo would
mean many things. Their prophecy said that the return of the
Buffalo to Turtle Island would mark the return of many Red
Ancestors who would not necessarily come back to the Good
Red Road in Red bodies. Many people would feel confused
at having no Indian blood and yet be Red on the inside and
white on the outside. Grandmother Cisi told me that Great
Mystery was going to play Heyokah with everyone who refused
to honor the paths of others. Grandmother Berta told me that
some Native People would deny other Native Teachers who
shàred their Traditions with all races. Then Grandmother Cisi
laughed and laughed at the raucous battle of egos she had seen
in her Medicine Bowl that would be caused by the fighting
between all of "those people" claiming to be the only true
Native Teachers. The Grandmothers promised me that this
jealousy and envy would eventually serve as a growth tool for
all concerned and would iron itself out as the Fifth Vorld of
Peace continued.

The difference between "The People" and "those people"
is that "The People" have stayed on The Sacred Path because
the behavior of "those people" has reminded them of why
they need to Walk in Beauty. This Teaching applies to every
race. The People are those who have Taken the Shawl and live
in harmony, honoring the Sacred Space of all l ife-forms.

In Taking the Shawl, we are taught that the Earth Mother
loves all her children and welcomes everyone home no matter
how naughty they have been. We are not here to heal the
Mother Earth, she is quite capable of doing that herself. \7e
are here to heal ourselves so we may discover our roles in
Creation. During the former four worlds, the Earth Mother
has purged herself of many civilizations that did not honor
her right to life. Mother Earth has the potential and the ability
to cleanse herself again if the need arises. This is not to say
that Two-leggeds should not be mindful of assisting in clean-
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ing up any damage that has been done; on the contrarn that
is a part of our human role as Children of Earth.

Each person who Takes the Shawl comes into alignment.
We are beingtaught to acknowledge the beauty in eacliunique
expression of Creation whether it be human, Creature_being,
Plant Person, Stone Person, or our worst enemy. The Shawl
f.af be too heavy for some people to carry on their shoulders
if it means rhat harmony -,rri b.liued daily, without .*..ptiorrr.

For centuries, every time there was a-need, new idàs and
Traditions have appeared among Native Americans. In the
more than 380 tibes in North Ámerica, there are hurrdr"á,
of Traditions that could nor possibly be named in this work.
For anyone to say that one Tribe had the corner on Tradition
would be foolish. For anyone to say rhat they had been traineJ
in the only Traditional Native methods would be very limit_
ing. Thking on the Shawl also means that one is wiiling to
exchange information and ailow ail Traditional Teachingï to
live so that rhe goodness of each can be shared by many. It is
time to let go of rhe .,I" and Takq the Shawl ,5á, .ourr, ,lr.
eternal "'We." /

The Application

If the Shawl has fallen across your shoulders, you are being
invited ro return home. If you have forgotten yourself recentli
it is now time to remember you, .rr.ri.e andpotentia!. If yoï
have walked a crooked trail by falsely judging others, ii is now
time ro come home to the loving heart árrJs., the value in
all paths and chosen lessons.

. 
You may be coming home to the magic that you once believed

ln or to a new sense of well-being, but in every case you are
returning to a temporarily forgotten stare of being. In every
life there is a need ro return to1h. simplicity of hfipiness. If
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you have forgotten how to find the simple truths that once
supported your inner joy, it is time to return home.

'Wearing 
the Shawl is coming home to the arms of the Earth

Mother and being loved. The responsibility of Taking the
Shawl is being loving to others who have forgotten the Sacred
Path or the wav home.
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Stones that border Sacred Space,
The hoop oÍ life made whole,

Eagle, Coyote, Bear come sing,
With great White BufÍalo.

Here we greet the winds oÍ change,
We praise Grandfather Sun,

Here we honor the wholeness oÍ all,
Coming together as one.
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|V|edicine Wheel
CYCLES/MOVEMENT

The Teaching

The Medicine'Wheel is sometimes called the Sacred Hoop.
This symbol of all of life's cycles has given the People of Native
America an evolutionary blueprint for centuries. Each cycle
of liÍe is honored in a sacred way, giving us a ïvay to see the
value of each step of our pathway and a new understanding
of our growth patterns.

Just as all people and their giÍts are honored as living trea-
sures of the Tribe, so are the life-lessons they learn. When
Tribal Members share the wisdom gained from actual expe-
rience, the whole Nation beneÍits from the stories that are
passed among different bands or Clans. The understanding
of each person's unique experience is a way for the other
members to see varied themes on the same lesson.

The Medicine I7heel is the circle of lessons that each person
must pass through to complete their journey on the Good Red
Road of physical life. Physical life begins at birth, which is
the South direction on the Sacred Hoop. Each of us will travel
through the circle on that South-to-North path until we reach
the place of the Elder, which is in the Ngrth.

Our Spirit is made of Vind, which is one of the Four Clan
Chiefs of this world. Our Spirit can travel around the rim of
the Medicine'Sfheel and send us urges to learn certain lessons.
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The East is the home of the'Golden Door, the entry point to
all other levels of awareness and consciousness. Spirits of the
Ancestors who have finished their Earth'Vlalks, leave at the
North of the Wheel and follow the rim oÍ the Hoop to the
East. This allows them to pass through the Golden Door and
enter the Blue Road of Spirit, which crosses the \íheel East
to West (see diagram). !íe also return to new physical lives
via the Blue Road. Once again we come through the Golden
Door in the East as spirits and travel the rim of the Medicine
Wheel to the South where our spirits are born again into
physical bodies.

The powers (talents and lessons) of the Four Directions can
be immediate ansvÍ/ers when senr by the rD7ind Spirits. Tradi-
tional Native American teachers always teach the children of

NORTH
Eder [nergy

Ploce of Wisdom ond Grotitude
|lome of 8uffolo or Moose

Whiïe Iroil of Ancesïor SpÍits
From Red Rood to

Blue Rood
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YellowElork \

Ploce of lnÍospection Ploce of llluminotion
Mole InergyFemole Inergy

||ome of Coyole, Porcupine, or Mouse
Red

Ploce of lnnocence, t0ith, iruí, ond l|umility
Child tnergy

Door
WIST



their Tribe to feet ,&nr*hat they -,,,ï:::ï;1ï
do if they are lost or afraid. If Wi"J;iows from. th; W;;they would sit and look inside tt .i, i."rt, for courage or anansrÀ/er. If ïfind came from the South, th.y *ould;* ;;:tending to know all the answers 

"nJ 
jirra i"_ility,;;;f;

listening to another child who t n.* ,i. way home. If \'indcaught them in a whirlpool of motion, they would _"1, ,r,ifhelp arrived. If !'ind came from tt. Nont, the children wouldknow that the Elders, in their *iraoorr'tnew where to lookfor them. I7hen STind came fro* ri. Ë"st, they were to usetheir good sense or logical ideas that would bring an answerto their predicament.
The Medicine'rvheel is the blueprint for alr situations andcan be used in a multitude of *ryr. To build 

" 
physi.at lut.à_icine !7heel for Sacre.d Ceremonlal ,r., t*.Iu. Sion. l"opi.are needed. The first is placed in the South, tt 
" 

U.ginning'oi
life. The second and third Srones 

"r. 
plr..d in the 

.West 
andthe North. No Stone is placed in thË East; the door is leftopen. Iollowing the circle, the fourth Stone is placed at thefour o clock position and the fifth at five o,clock. South is thesix o'clock position and is filled with the sixth stone. Stonesfill each empry position until you ..".h in. East once more.

Before the East Sl"l.. person is placed to close the circle,the Medicine !'heel is blessed 
"r,à 

th" Spirii,lf-rf,.;;;;
Directions are asked to enter the circle thróugh the Eastern
door. Then the spirits of the other three sacred directions_
Above, Below, and lTithin-are asked to balance the Salred
Hoop. Iil'hen the energies of these directions h"u. .rrt...d, ii"Medicine $7heel is dedicated to the honoring of Sacred êer_emonial space. The stone people are thankedlor their Guard_ianship and for holding the .nergy of the circle. At this tiÁe,
the East Stone is put in pla.e clJsi.rg the Golden Door. Cel_ebration and feasting follows the Dáication Ceremony.

The Stone Circle of the Medicine 'Wheel is a symÉol of

l::::1S::"monialspace 
that has been honored by our people

ror centunes as a place to come and experience the beautv of
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the cycles of physical life. These cycles of planting, gestation,
birth, growth, change, death, and rebirth are the life lessons
of the Sacred Hoop.

In seeking the answers of the Void where future lives, life
becomes extraordinary, exciting, and filled with beauty. The
mundane awareness of daily living melts away when we pause
to sense the adventure offered by the constant messages brought
by the Four Vinds of Change. Everywhere we look, life is
calling. Each moment is packed full of the life-forms that seek
to align with us as Two-leggeds. We are the only creatures
who have lost our sense of belonging to the total Creation of
Great Mystery. In understanding the lessons of the Sacred
Hoop, we learn to touch life in a deeper and more gentle way.
The understanding comes from a way of living, being, and
thinking.

To live the path of the Medicine Ilheel, we are asked to
see the gifts oÍ growth that each direction offers. If only by
noticing the obvious around us and asking our inner feelings
and knowing what those feelings mean, we begin the seeking.
Associations with the Four Directions are made through using
the connections of the Totem Animals in those directions. In
connecting with the lessons of Eagle, Coyote, Bear, and Buf-
falo, or their counterparts in those directions, we may see the
lessons they offer. In asking what answers they may bring us
and by giving permission for them to come to us in dreams,
we may come to the place of inner-knowing. (The beginner
may start by using the four Shield cards in the deck as a
guidance system for working with the Four Directions.)

In many writings on Native American Tiadition, the men-
tion of the Sacred Hoop becoming whole again has left a
question in the reader's mind. How was the Hoop broken?
The Hoop was never broken. The faithful of all Nations have
kept the Eternal Flame alive in their hearts since the beginning
of time. The Sacred Hoop is growing stronger because those
who were Red People in other lives are now remembering
their roots and are coming together from different pathways
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to preserve the Earth Mother and reconnect with the spirits
of nature. !7hen we as Children of Earth lose our sense of
where we fit into the Medicine Wheel of life, we lose sight of
the unified circle and how to live in a sacred manner.

Our Native Nations are gathering the Teachings and pre-
paring the way for the Fifth World of Peace by returning to
ceremony, ritual, and using the wisdom of the Ancestors to
heal any old wounds and bitterness. The Spirit of the People
is returning and the ltrThirling Rainbow of Peace is mending
our hearts.

The Application

The Medicine Wheel card portends a time of cycles and/or
movement. You are asked to notice which stage of the cycle
you are presently experiencing. Is it the beginning, the crea-
tion, the growing time, and developing or end of a cycle? How
you look at where you are will assist you in clarifying what
it is that you need to do next. Any retreat, hesitation, or stop-
ping has now ended.

I7ith this card you are being put on notice that the stag-
nation is over and new beginnings have taken root in the
present. Don't get caught in old patterns. Notice which direc-
tion on the Medicine l07heel will assist your forward move-
ment and apply that lesson to your life. Your choices are illu-
mination and clarity (East), faithfulness and humility (South),
introspection and goals (West), or wisdom and gratitude
(North). It is now time to decide for yourself which type oÍ
movement will keep the Wheel turning. In all cases, the Med-
icine Wheel card assures you that life continues. The quality
of the new cycle depends upon you, your actions, and atti-
tudes toward growth.
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Red Coral please remind me
of the blood oÍ all my kin.

Each of us has feelings
that reÍlect the joy within.

May I nurture my own needs
Then learn to share in turn,
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Coral
NURTURING

The Teaching

Coral is often used in Native American silver jewelry along

with Turquoise. Coral is from the seas of the Earth Mother
and is a symbol of the blood of our planet. As we have blood
in our bodies, the waters of Mother Earth'are considered to
be her blood. Native Americans see the Earth Mother as a
living being with consciousness and free will oÍ her own. She
is the true Mother of all living things.

Turquoise on the other hand is from the soil of the Earth
Mother and represents the Sky Nation, which protects those
who act as Guardians of the Earth. Turquoise is a male ele-
ment, which can be worn for protection. Just as the'S7arrior
Clans protect the People and all future generations, Turquoise
protects the wearer from bad Medicine. This protection is
needed so that the nurturing can occur in a safe space. It is
for this reason that Turquoise and Coral are worn together.
Our parents, Mother Earth and Father Sky, work àand in
hand to protect and nurture all creatures that are connected
by the family ties of red blood. The Silver settings of Turquoise
and Coral jewelry carry the symbol of purity and truth that
is the marriage of. Earth and Sky.

Each human Two-legged has the need to be nurtured. From
birth to death. humans seek comfort and nourishment from

l 1 9
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others of their kind, from pets, from possessions, from careers,
and other aspects of the Earth'Walk. Many Two-leggeds feel
that they are alone, that the needs they have are not met by
the parents they choose, the work they do, the relationships
they make, or the lifestyle they lead. These dissatisfied people
have forgotten their true Mother, which is the Earth.

Red blood runs through the veins of every creature on the
Earth. From mammal to reptile, from bird to fish, from human
to insect we all aÍe a part of the Planetary Family. Our Broth-
ers and Sisters in this enormous family seek to live in harmony
with us. It is through this understanding that we begin the
reconnection process with All Our Relations. No matter how
much we would like to believe it, we are never alone.

The r07ater Nursery of Creation gave birth to all things. In
our Seneca Tradition, our oral history tells us that after the
Earth Mother was created by Great Mystery, the waters of
the Earth came from the Field of Plenty (see card 38) and that
all life-forms were nourished in the blood/water of Mother
Earth. As seeds washed to the shores and rooted in the soil,
plant life began. Creatures crawled from the oceans, rivers,
and lakes, and began their lives on land while others chose
the waters to live in.

In the womb of woman, all humans are nurtured in watery
warmth until they are delivered through birth. So it was that
the Earth Mother birthed life-forms from her Water Nursery
of Creation. Since the Coral used by Native Americans is red
and comes from sea water, it is used as the symbol of our birth
and our connection to the Mother Of All Things. Every life-
form is sustained through its connection to the Earth Mother
and All Our Relations.

Using Coral can allow us to reconnect to the blood in our
bodies and to the waters of the Mother Earth. As our feelings
and intuition are connected to the Water Clan, we may once
again feel the needs of our bodies as well as our spiritual
needs. Once we reconnect with our feelings we can develop a
communication with our physical form that is not based upon
addiction, compulsion, fear, gluttony, or selfishness. The spir-
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itual aspect of understanding the body's need for air, food,
physical activity, and sexual coupling is sacred. The gifts we
are endowed with cannot be used properly unless we have a
vehicle to accomplish those Earth Sfalk Missions. The body
is that vehicle. The way we view life is dependent, to a certain
extent, on how we feel and how \4/e respect and care for our
bodies.

In the Second 
'World, 

the Ice Iforld, a Tradition began
among many Tribes and Clans that won them the name Red
Earth People. These humans understood that the Earth was
their Mother. They understood the concept of life cycles and
that when they finished their Earth Walk, their bodies would
return to the womb of the Earth Mother in preparation for
rebirth. 

'When 
members of the Clan died, their bodies were

rubbed with red ochre soil and placed in the fetal position
along with all of their Medicine and possessions, then covered
with herbs and flowers. The womb of the Earth Mother
accepted them again and the grave was closed. The Red Earth
People of the Brown and Red Races understood that the circle
must come together in wholeness. As we came into this world
with the blood of our mother's womb on our tiny bodies, we
should leave this world in the same manner, to be nurtured
again by our true Mother, the Earth. In this way we are pre-
paring for a new birth of our spirit and a new set of lessons.

Many times when Coral was not available, a shell was placed
in the grave of Red Earth People to insure reentry into the
'$fater 

Nursery of Creation. The leopard shell and the cowry
shell are shaped like the vagina oÍ woman and represented
the birth/rebirth element of the life rycle. These shells are still
used by Black, Red, Brown, and Yellow Tribal People. Many
times these shells are used along with pieces of Coral, stones,
and bones to divine the future of a seeker. Today a Seer, a
Holy Person, or Black Lodge'!íoman will throw the Bag of
Bones (stones, bones, and shells) into a Medicine Circle marked
in the Earth. The manner in which they fall determines the
future events in the seeker's life. There are only three fates:
Past, Present, and Future. Every event in a person's life is
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inÍluenced and decided by choices made in the Present. To
change what the future holds, we must seek guidance as to
the proper decision and trust that we will create Beauty in
our lives. Red Coral is one of the tools that will reinstill that
faith. Knowing we are nurtured by our Earth Mother and
that she will meét our needs is one method of destroying fear
and affecting healing.

All nurturing comes from the ability to pay attention to
our needs and our feelings. If we don't know what we need,
how can we nurture ourselves? If we don't know what others
need or how they Íeel, how can we give comÍort? If we are
out of touch with our own bodies, how can we keep them
healthy and strong? Our Earth Mother supplies many teach-
ers who can aid in the discovery of answers to these questions.
Mother Earth can only supply comfort and nurturing if we
are willingto listen. Then through these new understandings,
our Knowing Systems teach us to trust that we are taken care
of. If we are willing to nurture ourselves through connection
to our Earth Mother, then we will learn how to nurture others.

The Earth Mother loves and nurtures All Our Relations
equally. This form of unconditional love is the basis of Beauty.
Beauty is a form of nurturing that is an accepted Native Amer-
ican understanding. To Walk In Beauty is to walk gently with
a rwinkle in the eye and loving thoughts in the mind and a
smile in the heart. Coral also speaks of this message as rhe
original intent of the Mother Of All Things. Coral is a very
special teacher who allows us to connect to our feelings, the
Planetary Family, the Water Nursery of Creation. Coral helps
us to listen with open hearts and to understand that to feel is
to heal.

The Application

If Coral has appeared in your cards today, you are being asked
to look at the idea of nurturing. It may be time ro nurture
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yourself or another. If you refuse to be nurtured it may be
time to drop that superhuman attitude before you get sick.
Coral tells us that our bodies have needs too. Pay attention
and be good to your body.

Coral also speaks of the Planetary Family. If you feel lonely
or alone, it may be time to have a reunion with the other
creatures that share the Earth with you. Listen to:All Our
Relations and cut the "I'm the only one" refrain out of your
thoughts.

Coral always tells us to listen to our feelings. IÍ you have
been ignoring how you.Íeel around certain people or how your
body feels, Coral is insisting that you reconnegt to those feel-
ings. Remember: to feel is to heal.
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